**Activities Fee Must Pass**

The Activities Fee is a Must! Without it there will be virtually nothing to do way out here in the middle of nowhere.

- **Chord** and Jeremy Concert
- **Sports** (rallies and rooster buses)
- **The Yearbook**
- **Jose Feliciano concert**
- **The Family Dog show (Op-Dorcy)**
- **And hopefully, in the future, an ASUCI Book Store so you won't have to pay the exorbitant prices that you pay now**

And also, hopefully, a **Student Union**. So do it! Vote "YES" for the Activities Fee!

---

**FS Leader Savio Denied Entrance**

Mario Savio, leader of Berkeley's Free Speech Movement, was denied readmission to the University of California last week.

Berkeley administrators maintained that Savio was rejected because he broke university rules at a recent political rally.

At the rally, staged in opposition to Chancellor Roger W. Heyns' suggestion of moving a microphone from the steps of Sproul Hall, Savio had made a half dozen pamphlets that he had written about student rights, Heyns told the Daily Cal that he had written about student rights, Heyns told the Daily Cal that he had.

Chancellor Heyns had requested that the microphone be removed from Sproul Hall because its use at noon political rallies endangers "free speech and freedom of the press," he told the Daily Cal.

"This decision was made because of your deliberate violation of the university's free speech policy," he said.

Savio was also informed that he could have a hearing covering "the facts upon which this decision is based" if he asked for one before Friday (Nov. 11). He has decided to appeal the decision and requested a public hearing on the facts of his case and the question of whether the regulation is valid.

---

**Duke Ellington, Orchestra**

At Campus Hall Tomorrow

America’s ambassador of good music, Duke Ellington, will appear with his orchestra tomorrow, Friday, Nov. 18 at 7:30 p.m. at UCI's Campus Hall.

The concert is a special event in university extension’s Fall series, "American Culture: the Negro's Contribution."

Because of his talents as composer as well as arranger, bandleader and pianist, Ellington has been dubbed by critics at "the complete genius." His program will be flexible.

---

Dear Student,

Please help me! The Anthill staff is getting progressively smaller. We need your talent. If you have a burning desire to write, (or even if you have just a smoldering desire) please stop by the Anthill office, 3120 Commons, and offer your services. Please be there Monday or Friday between 1:00 p.m. and 5:00 p.m.

Love,

Phil Pearlman Editor in chief

---

**VOTE TODAY & LEAD!**

#### Orange County's Growth, Politics Make Newsweek

Orange County's growth and politics hit the national scene last week. Newscast, No.

---
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**VOTE TODAY & LEAD!**
Dream Proves Successful As Participants Turn On
By Sendra Evans

"Man is an animal as if he go a-

bout to expound this dream," so says Bottom when he awakens from his "bottomless dream" in Shakespeare's Midsummer Night's Dream, and I say I of anyone attempting to review Clayton Garmon's production of the Dream which opened here Thursday at the UCI theatre in the Fine Arts Building Monday night, Nov. 14. Highly Stylistic sets and costume designs by Sigard Olegard were beguilingly augmented with a chamber orchestra complete with harpsichord, and perfect technical direction by John Elliot were fitting backgrounds for the talent and beauty of the cast.

Hippolyta, Queen of the Amazons, played by Penny Maranden, and Theseus, played by Richard George opened the show on a strong note. Their diction and intonations were quite good. Judi Ascher and Helen had a tendency to rush their lines, but winning their performance a convincing Lysander who questioned as to the identity of the Duke. It was the Dog of the Moon, played by Eliza Allen who gave the rustics a run for their money in the Play before the Duke. It was her stage debut and she an-
nounced a show to establish itself. All in all, it was a glistering evening: an exciting bit of writing by Mr. Elliot, and of eloquent choreography by Eugene Lobing: an evening which the audience responded to with high praise. Again, one must admit that Mr. Shakespeare's lines often went begging while the audience gaped.

On Campus

FORENSIC SOCIETY
The UCI Forensic Society will have its first meeting of the year today, November 17 at 12 noon in the conference room on the third floor of the Commons. Anyone who is interested in debate or speech should attend. For information, contact Joyce Wilesky at 8-9190.

CIRCLE K CAR WASH
There will be a Circle K Car Wash Wednesday, November 30. All proceeds will go toward the third annual Totem Drive to benefit local charities.

PALMAJ PARTY
There will be a Pajama Party sponsored by Lago and Linda. On November 17, 8:00 p.m. A live band will perform at the dances. Students are required to wear pajamas and bring their registration card.

GRAD DINNER
UCI graduate students are invited to meet at the Commons Monday, November 21 for dinner and a general "get together." The purpose of the dinner is to provide an opportunity for intra-departmental contacts between graduate students, and for the discussion of general problems facing grad students at UCI. Students who are interested should arrive about 6:00 p.m., purchase dinner and sit in the small room adjacent to the facing the main Commons din-

ing area.

WW I FILM
A double feature will be pre-

sented by the Irvine Film Group Wednesday, November 30. All proceeds will go toward the third annual Totem Drive to benefit local charities.

AN UNUSUAL OPPORTUNITY:
"Group Dynamics" Workshop
-offered by Interfaith Foundation and Newman Club.


4:00 p.m. Wednesdays;

Study outline furnished.

Regular attendance encouraged.

Additional information - Interfaith Center

833-0891

Autonomy Committee Formed
In Opposition to Constitution

The Student Autonomy Com-

mittee has been formed by a group of students opposing the ratification of the constitution. The constitution itself has been ratified by a majority vote.

The committee has been formed by a group of students opposing the ratification of the constitution on three counts. First, there is no good reason to believe close to 40 percent of the student body is ineligible to run for office. In other words, they oppose the proposed ASUCI as compul-

sory. Lastly, the authority of this proposed student government will be derivitive from the Regents and the Chancellor of this campus and not solely from the student body. The committee states, that the Student Autonomy Committee proposes a special election on a revised constitution Tuesday, November 22 and Wednesday, November 23, to be held autonomously.

"I'm looking for a student who likes to read...Chemistry Supplements" says:

Western University

College of Law
in Orange County

now accepting men and women
who are over 18 and have 2 years
of acceptable college credits (60)

The U.L.B. degree can be earned in 4 years of evening classes. All classes are offered on campus.

APPLY NOW FOR FEBRUARY 13th
DAY OR EVENING CLASSES

The U.L.B. or J.D. will be conferred after completion of the 4 year course of the State of California. Graduate evening normal requirements are taken at the California State Bar Examination.
Reperatory Theater Group
Formed By Drama Dept.

The creation of a Students' Repertory Theater, a major innovation in the U.C.I. campus, has been announced by the Department of Drama. Directed by Professor Robert Cohen, the Repertory Company will produce no less than five plays in repertory during the winter and spring quarters.

SRT will be the first repertory theater ever created within the framework of the university, Cohen said, predicting that gallons of blood, sweat, hard work and tears before the program concludes. The plays to be produced include a newly commissioned translation of Sophocles' Oedipus Tyrannus, a version of Pinter's Six Characters in Search of an Author, and three one-act contemporary plays, which have yet to be chosen. "We are looking for some unusual scripts and American premiers," Cohen said.

The entire company, numbering about ten actors, will be made up of UCI students and staff. The first emphasis of the company is training, the second production of major works. The SRT will be continually produced by the Department of Drama.

Professor Cohen encourages all students who are interested in an intensive experience in this drama production to contact him for further information. Auditions will be held the week of November 28. It is fully anticipated that many students with little or no experience, but with a high degree of commitment, will play important roles in the SRT," concludes Cohen. "There can be no preconception except energy and willingness."

Activities Set By Interfaith

The American Friends Service Committee, Peace and the Harbor Area Friends Group (Quakers) are offering two sessions for anyone interested in conscientious objection, today at noon and tonight, 7:30. In the Interfaith Lounge, the West Coast Director of the Central Committee for Conscientious Objectors will speak at the sessions.

The American Friends Service Committee offers Weekend Institutional Service Unites, which provides opportunities for college students from all religious groups to give the mentally retarded companionship. Dates for these weekend projects at Fairview Hospital are November 21-22 and December 4-5. Information and applications for anyon e interested in participating in the Interfaith Center, Irvine Town Center. The Interfaith Campus Christian Fellowship is offering from 6:00 p.m. to 7:00 p.m. on Sunday, November 20 in the Interfaith Lounge. As Chairman of the Classics Department of St. Joseph College, Orange and skilled teacher of group process, Sister Gertrude Joseph will be suggesting an "Antidote to Loneliness."

Campus Barber Shop
Welcome to U.C.I. Students faculty and staff
Men's Hair Cutting $2.00
Ladies Hair Shaping $3.00

IRVINE TOWNE CENTER
Directly Across from U.C.I. Campus

KNOCK 'A' BOOT

Bates

Knock-A-Boots by Bates—the snuggest kicks in town! In colors that are the coolest! Shown the all light weight model; unlined and made of soft shag reversed leathers. Come in soon—you'll see what we mean. Make the scene in Knock-A-Boots—$19.00.

All students are eligible for a student discount card. Why don't you apply for one today?

PLAYBOY

3200 HARBOR BLVD., COSTA MESA
IN THE HARBOR SHOPPING CENTER
By Robert Cohen, 
Assistant Professor of Drama.

There has been a great deal of excitement at the press about the performance at UCI of the San Francisco Mime Troupe on May 8-9. The performance was presented by the Students for Democratic Society, and played in Campus Hall. 

It was called "That's None of Your Business," a Minstrel Show, or Civil Rights in a Cracker Barrel.

I would like to make clear the nature of the production from an informed point of view. I saw it played at the Berkeley Community Theatre in San Francisco, where it had been playing for some time, and again at Irvine. The production is full of satiric humor and an attack on middle-class attitudes towards the racial issue in this country. It is explicitly directed at the liberal and conservative parties as well. It is intended to emphasize forcefully:

1. How the Negro is really thought of by liberal white people.

2. How the Negro is generally treated by white people, and

3. The false illusions most white people have about Negroes and about themselves in regard to Negroes.

The satiric attempt of the production is to rip the mask off the false illusions most whites and Negroes have about each other, and to provide a realistic and truthful reality of anti-Negro prejudice. Saturated are the young white girls who, under the guise of civil rights ideology, actually perpetrate the anti-Negro prejudice, and the implied claim of the material), and the liberal and conservative parties as the cause of wrongs done by whites only illustrates the power that controls the Negro until his own property or security is endangered. The show includes a "Negro" ball of sorts, with pageants and dancing, and a good deal of singing and dancing which is really religious, and which is underlaid by the violence of Negroes reproved by two centuries of prejudice.

The production is fairly effective, and has had a varied impact on its audiences. The dranaticurne techniques is a newly popular one (it is similar to what Lloyd Bitzer's O'Hearn "WHAT A LOVING WARRIOR" set), it sets amusing and inspiring dance-songs. In every case, it renews the audiences'in most cases in a shocking manner--of the more bitter reality under the prevailing sentiment. The production has been played in San Francisco for some time, and was also performed at UC Davis, on or near the Berkeley campus, and in Marin County before coming to Irvine. It has been officially invited with the Irvine Dramatic Committee, of Williams College, in Massachusetts, and will play there and at other Eastern colleges before a national tour. The present performance, next Spring City this season (1966-67). The people involved in the production, several of whom whom I know to be a graduate student at the Yale Drama School when I was there. Ronnie Davis, who, in his capacity as the Director of the company, is well known milliam in the Bay Area, and one of the most active among the few, "Cueillena Theatre," in the current (summer 1966) issue of the Studio Drama Review, the little magazine of the young people, to be sure, did not like it at all and found it in poor taste. Few people don't. I suspect that the people who "were offended" are those who do not want to be made to see the fact that there is indeed some slight and doubtfui, if the student is to be exposed to a legitimate segment of human experience and human behavior, it seems that these productions become something more than simple decency. They say that it is better to have a good production, and there is no doubt but that it is "dirty," but it is a true reflection of the way the world is run and that some of the world's people are not human beings.

Finally, if you are concerned about the response to the production, you may be interested to know that the administration has not done anything or taken action about it at all. The administration has not done anything or taken action about it at all. The administration has not done anything or taken action about it at all. The administration has not done anything or taken action about it at all.
**Show and Tell**

By Fritzker and Ball

On Nov. 17 & 18 UCI students will be given an opportunity to vote on the new constitution and the $7 student activity fee. We personally urge a "NO" vote on the constitution. There are several reasons for this proposal.

Under the constitution up for vote, only students who attended Irvine last year may runconsta for office in next year’s government. This means that 40% of the students are ineligible.

The same constitution makes membership in ASUCI compulsory. We think students should be given a choice.

The most important reason is that the constitution provides for a student government that is virtually powerless. The preamble states that the government shall operate under the authority of the Regents of the University and the administration of the campus.

What are we asking for is an autonomous, non-compulsory student government. A group known as the Student Autonomy Committee is working to set up such a government. The plan of this committee is to take a parcel of the current constitution and present the voters with essential changes, including three vital conditions: 1) an autonomous government 2) non-compulsory membership 3) all Irvine students presently attending and eligible to run for office.

The vote on the autonomous constitution will take place on Nov. 22 & 23, and the government could go into effect immediately after Thanksgiving (thank God).

We uphold the efforts of this committee and urge you to vote "NO" on Nov. 17 & 18 and "YES" on Nov. 22 & 23.

Let’s all BACK SAC (STUDENT AUTONOMY COMMITTEE).

**Reps. On Campus**

Representatives of the following organizations will be on campus during the period to inform students of the programs offered by each:

Doe 1: Allied Chemical Corp. 
Doe 2: Dow Chemical Co. 
Doe 3: TRW Systems 
Doe 4: Comp & Data Reduction 
Doe 5: Pacific Telephone 
Doe 6: Actos Insurance 
Doe 7: U.S. Navy

**Part Time**

BERTEA CORPORATION

Students with machine shop experience interested in part time evening work come in on Tues. or Thurs. evening between 7:00 P.M. - 9:00 P.M. for interview.

18001 Von Karman Irvine Industrial Complex
An equal employment opportunity employer.

**OPTOMETRIST**

of the Corona del Mar

DR. JOHN W. McCABE, O.D.

"Aesthetic will see you to rot sharp vision or else Contact Lenses."

3411 EAST COAST HIGHWAY

Oriole 3-0467

---

**Responsible Irreverence**

By Mike Pekin

Mr. Pekin, for whom I have the deepest amount of respect and admiration:

If you do stagger back to your own mobile, please don’t stand there long — the Irvine Society would (with its usual veracity) plant a flag in your stomach and call you Presatory.

It would be a tragic mitigation.

A red, blue and black banner advertising Fringe Dweller

**... Newsweek**

(Continued from Page 1)

Walter Knott theorizes that “People get out here and associate with people who understand this conservative philosophy... They begin to think a little differently toward government. They become Republicans.”

Knott’s concerns find less simple reason. Among them are the low Negro population, large numbers of Southerners and natural conservatives, a right-wing Central Baptist Church, and a majority of the population with above-average incomes.

In last week’s morning edition, draft revision story, but he did not make the statements. The Antihill will explain the error.

**... Letters**

(Continued from Page 4)

...dence is present for this thesis: witness your government’s current appointed puppet regime. The question is whether capitulation to such administrative personnel is the correct way to combat the threat. I think not. But merely deferring the proposed constitution is not enough.

I therefore propose the following constitution for ASCUC, one which would institutionalize a student non-governmental and effectively prevent the student affairs administration from further manipulation and control.

**ARTICLE I: NO INDIVIDUAL SHALL BE AUTHORIZED BY THE STUDENT BODY TO ASSESS FEES OR INVOKE OTHER PENALTIES ON ANY KIND OF UCI STUDENTS.**

**ARTICLE II: ANY STUDENT MAY REPRESENT THE VIEW OF A GROUP OF UCI STUDENTS TO FACULTY, ADMINISTRATORS, OR OFF-CAMPUS PEOPLE.**

**ARTICLE III: A DOCUMENT SIGNED BY EVERY MEMBER OF THE GROUP, SPECIFICALLY AUTHORIZING THE ACTIONS OF THE PRESENT REPRESENTATIVE, SHALL BE USED TO CONVEY AUTHORITY TO THE PRESENT REPRESENTATIVE.**

**... Unclassified Ads**

5¢ per word payable in advance

LOST: REALITY. Last seen Monday evening downtown. Reward paid.


FOR SALE: 1966 Chevrolet, 4100, good transportation. Call 547-1758, evenings.

3385 HUNAD 250 Scrambler—$595. 633-5959.


---

**Little John’s Inn**

LUNCH Beginning at 11 a.m.

SANDWICHES — STEAKS — SALADS — PIZZA

Food Served All Day — Cook Your Own Steak After 2 p.m.

IMPORTED BEER — DRAFT BEER — DART BOARD — POOL

ATTRACTIVE BAR MAIDS TO SERVE YOU

Happy Hour 2-4 P.M. 7-9 P.M.

15¢ beer 75¢ pitchers

Little John’s Inn

20072 N. SANTA ANA AVE.

545-9963

OPEN: 11 a.m. To 2 a.m.
'Charlotte,' 'Daisy'
Blessed, Dunked

Under clean blue Sunday skies and amidst a crowd of enthusiastic UC Irvine students, the 1966 UCI Shields Class sloops, 'Charlotte' and 'Molly,' patiently endured the sailing notableS', blessing, and christening exercises and made their first sailing debut.

The slopes boistered at the November 13 ceremony at Lido Shipyard were gifts of international, Vacuum-tube development Shields. They were donated in his name by Mr. Ford, USC sailing coach and intercollegiate sailing coordinator, and received by Director of Intercollegiate Athletics, Dr. Wayne Crawford.

Viento, Ciudad, Data Set
Still Pace Intramural Action

Viento all but wrapped up the intramural football title with an impressive 45-19 rout of Arroyo. After a close first half, Viento opened up their offense and scored 25 points to turn the game into a one-sided result.

All three Ciudad touchdowns came in the last League after knocking off the first half first half but managed to hold a 4-3 lead. The rough and tumble play continued into the second half with both teams scoring goals, but Irvine maintained its slim one goal margin and went on to win 7-6 only after seven Ante-Polois pouts were awarded.

Coach Al Irwin lauded Dave Kelly, Irvine goalie, and Mason Fulboat for fine defensive play with Irvine in deep foul trouble. Coach Irwin also gave special mention to Bill Leach for his fine job of setting up the Ante-cather offense.

If Irvine Polots can get past Cerritos today, they will bring their record to 14-4, a very enviable mark considering that only three teams have contributed to the Zotters loss column: A.A. USC, and Cal State Long Beach.

With the intercollegiate swim season shortly approaching, Coach Irwin stated that he expects a fine season, but that the Ante-pole team is short in the freestyle and backstroke department. He urges any student who has had swimming experience and wishes to participate to see him.

Basketball Game
Set For Tomorrow
A full game between UCI's varsity and Jayvee teams is set for tomorrow afternoon, November 18, 4:00 p.m. at Campus Hall. According to varsity coach Don Rogers, students, faculty and guests are invited to attend. No admission will be charged.

Howard Hughes
Doctoral Fellowships

Applicants for the Howard Hughes Doctoral Fellowships in engineering, physics, or mathematics are now available for the academic year beginning in Autumn 1967. The program offers the qualified candidate an outstanding opportunity for study and research at a selected university, plus professional industrial summer experience at a Hughes facility. Each Doctoral Fellowship includes tuition, books, and thesis preparation expenses, plus stipend ranging from $2,200 to $3,100, depending upon the Program year and the number of candidates' dependents. Full salary is paid the Fellow during his summer work at Hughes. Salaries are increased commensurate with the growth of the individual. Fellowships are awarded to outstanding students who have completed a master's degree (or equivalent) and have been accepted as a candidate for the doctoral degree.

Hughes Masters Fellowships

Approximately 100 new awards for '67-'68 are available to qualified applicants with a baccalaureate degree in engineering, mathematics or physics. Most of these awards are Work-Study Fellowships; a very limited number are Full-Study. Upon completion of the Masters Program, Fellows are eligible to apply for and are given special consideration for a Hughes Doctoral Fellowship. Fellows who associate with a Company facility in the Los Angeles area usually attend the University of Southern California or the University of California, Los Angeles, Tuition, books and other academic expenses are paid by the Company. In addition, Fellows are awarded a stipend ranging from $500 to $850 for the academic year. A significant advantage offered by the Work-Study Program is the opportunity to acquire professional experience working with highly competent engineers and scientists while pursuing a graduate degree. Selected Fellows have the option to work in several different assignments during the Fellowship period to help them decide on their field of concentration and optimum work assignment. Fellows earn full salary during the summer and pro-rated salary for 24 hours work a week during the academic year. The combined salary and stipend enables Fellows to live on their earnings, in excess of $6,500 per year during his two years as a Work-Study Fellow. Salaries are increased commensurate with professional growth and Fellows are eligible for regular Company benefits.

Work assignments are matched closely to the Fellow's interests. Primary emphasis is placed on Hughes research and development in the field of electronics for application to defense systems and space technology. Fields of interest include stability and trajectory analysis, energy conversion, structural design and analysis, computer science, system design and analysis, space systems, microelectronics, space and airborne missile and vehicle systems, infrared sensors, and antennas. The work is divided into such devices as parametric amplifiers, masers and lasers, micro-wave tubes, antenna arrays, electron-tube and solid-state displays, and components. Fellows are also assigned to projects on such devices as parametric amplifiers, masers and lasers, micro-wave tubes, antenna arrays, electron-tube and solid-state displays, and components — design analysis, integration and testing of space and airborne missile and vehicle systems, infrared search and tracking systems, and computer, data processing and display systems — theoretical and experimental work in solid-state and ion physics.

Citizenship: United States citizenship is required.

Closing date for all applications: Early application is advisable. All materials should be postmarked not later than February 1 for the Masters Program, and March 1 for the Doctoral Fellowships.

How to apply: To apply for either the Doctoral or Masters Fellowship, please write: Mr. James C. Cox, Manager, Personnel Administration—Corporate Staff, Hughes Aircraft Company, Post Office Box 90515, Los Angeles, California 90005.

Creating a new world with electronics

Hughes
Hughes Aircraft Company
An equal opportunity employer.

What's New at Mr. B's men's wear ?
We are open for your convenience
Monday & Friday until 9